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Abstract 
This paper studies how some sets of nation-states have been haunted by 

series of historical challenges like human injustices, human depression, 

oppression similar to what the colonial masters have done to our ancestors 

on the African continent. The paper went further to find and compare the 

public dominance of resources control, politics of god-fatherism, struggle 

for political power, confused and working at cross purpose legislative 

systems, egocentric, self-serving leaders of the historical past and the 

present. This paper was able to show the master and servant relationship 

that prevailed instead of a proud well-functioning political system. Prior 

study of collapse society due to poor governance had and will continue to 

be cause of violence and violent crimes, destructions, lack of obeying law 

and order, lawlessness and so on. The paper suggests among other things 

a call upon the international communities, government, corrupt free 

associations, nongovernmental societies and individual activists to commit 

themselves to further development in good governance to avoid collapse of 

society and obtain equal development, poverty and disease free society, 

political and economic growth and development. 
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Introduction 
In the world today, democracy has 

taken over in the administration of 

states from kings, monarchs, military 

and war lords. Politics which gave 

birth to democracy is an activity 

carried on in a human environment, in 

time and space, and thus a product of 

the economy and the society. African 

countries and their likes on the planet 

earth have their own features that 

made them have a name tag 

“underdeveloped world” because 

practical features that caused this 

name tag includes infrastructures 

break down, abuse of amenities, 

embezzlement and corruption by 

public office holders. The byproduct 

of a corrupt society includes political 

instability and functionless state 

institutions. Many scholars and media 

have spoken on the adopted 

governance from the ‘western 

nations’. The governance instability in 

most countries is due to the inability 

of the leaders to be good managers, 

good imitators and motivators, good 

implementors and they don’t 

supervise mandate to their associates 

(Osie Tutu, 2004). African leaders 

become the neo colonialist, while the 

liberators turned into oppressors of 

their own people as argued by 

O’Dennel and Schmitter (1986). Also 

domestic factors often range from 

corrupt rulers, economic depreciation, 

repression, a colonial legacy, 

destruction of democracy by the 

leaders from above (Diamond, Linz 

and Libset, 1989); (Diamond and 

Fealter, 1999). However, the 

international concept often plays an 

important role in both the transition in 

general and the presence of violence in 

particular (Lupo, 2004). African 

leaders have been in bondage since the 

pre-independence of the western 

world. In Nigeria is the pollution of 

the Niger Delta and the negligence of 

developing the north which Ogoni 

community nearly made Nigeria non 

governable during late Gen. Sani 

Abacha regime. African leaders in 

their hope for a developed nation 

rough ridded he code of conduct of the 

colonial masters as a result of bad 

governance which at present had led to 

a collapsed society.  

Essentially, a lot of violent actions of 

political and religious nature have 

taken place in the past which seriously 

undermined the unity as well on the 

logic of nation building in Nigeria. We 

cannot forget historically the line of 

ethnic configuration which turns to 

national destruction of lives and 

properties. Definitely the adopted 

implementation of western system of 

governance cannot work in African 
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countries unless and until, the inbuilt corruption is removed. Political instability 

and other related problems in most under developed countries are basically 

consequence of bad governance. It is however, argued that from the very start, 

leadership problem crept into new states as the adopted government became the 

neo-colonialists and coupled with domestic factors often ranging from corrupt 

leaders, repression of a colonial legacy, swollen states, insufficient political 

structures leading to destruction of democracy. These domestic factors have 

contributed significantly to the shape and nature of our political economy. 

However, the international context is also an important consideration in both 

the transition in general and the presence of violence in particular (Lupo, 2004). 

Most African leaders cannot cope up with the adopted system of governance 

because most of these leaders are in office not on the mandate of their masses - 

they rigged, steal votes, and they cannot come up with vision and mission for 

development, and in a situation where there is no economic growth, standard of 

living is very artificial. (Olson, 1991) gave a theoretical background on how 

political instability prevents good governance. Adesina, Ozler, Reuben and 

Siragal (1992) and De Haan and Sieman (1996) provided two or more 

arguments: one, adopted governance if not observed creates slowness in 

economic growth which creates fragile economic performance; two, they said 

adopted governance reduces supply of capital and labor due to corruption and 

inability to make things happen. 

It was Ake (1991) who described fragile African continent saying “most of 

African continent are not deve1oping. This apt description of the decline to 

improve the economy has failed; the past leaders are now blaming themselves, 

the struggle to ensure national development and political stability proved 

negative according to Ake (1996). Decades of efforts have yielded largely 

stagnation, economic repression or worse. The tragic consequences of these are 

increasingly clear - a rising tide of poverty, decaying public utilities and 

infrastructures, social tensions and political turmoil which either regionally or 

naturally drive the nation into conflict and violence.  

It is evident that several factors have been identified for this dysfunctional state 

of the third world countries. Kessle Mann (1996) blamed these factors to scarce 

resources, economic depreciation and patron-client known to be godfather 

politics. The least developed countries lack participation and “winged” to 

expectation which Mayier et al (1996) and Kessle Mann (1996) say is the lack 

of sense of national community. This can be supported as observed with the rate 
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of abandoned projects. The African state according to Ayithey (2006) “has 

evolved into a predatory monster or gangster state, non-realistic results yielding 

system because one need not to be told that African heads of state/ministers, 

highly placed African government officials raid their treasury, skim foreign 

economic politics, inflate contract for kickbacks and deposit the looted money 

in overseas banks.”  

It is not wrong to describe African countries as an unfinished state (Joseph et 

al, 1996) and as a “truculent African tragedy” (Ayithey, 2006) in the midst of 

abundant human and material resources which are propelled in the vicious cycle 

o poverty and autocracy. Efforts at building a democratic polity is entrapped at 

political crossroads. Kew (2006) considers Nigeria as a state with economic 

wealth from oil resources, economic, social and political strength. He added that 

Nigeria was brought to its knees by more than 20 years of brutal and corrupt 

political turmoil, die hard political continuity and executive dormancy. Such 

bad governance practices and corrupt roles of plunderers of public funds 

demand an extensive regulatory system of contract rules and effective legal 

supervision of their observation. The western colonial masters came with their 

western system of governance. African countries were partitioned and ruled by 

the western autocrats. African leaders found it difficult to even implement 

partially the types of system and modes of governance forced on them.  

The leaders on the African continent seem artificial, because their ability to be 

called natural leaders is as near as by-product of a life time of effort to develop 

conceptual and communication skills to reflect personal behaviour with values 

to learn how to listen and to appreciate others and others’ ideas (OkoroChigozie, 

2011).  

It is worth saying that Nigeria had not succeeded in the adopted governance as 

we see senators sleeping and snoring during senate plenaries as shown one time 

on Nigeria television. In African countries you will see a leader of a nation or a 

prominent government official in corruption cases, human right violations, 

constitutional changes, sponsors of terrorism (alleged), etc.  

 

Methodology 

This study adopted descriptive Survey Research Design because the study 

surveyed the views of State Members of House of Assembly and Local 

Government Legislative Council Members towards the consequences of the 

implementation of adopted governance system with collapse of democratic 
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systems. In addition to that a scale eliciting the views of Members in legislative 

in their duties some themes and subthemes related to democratic system of 

governance was administered to the members. 

 

Consequences of Adopted System of Governance 

Predominant in the third world countries is a leadership which combines pre-

colonial cultural traditions and monarchical tendency which works at cross 

purpose with its citizens. One cannot argue the evidence of political stability in 

all African states, the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), to south and West 

Africa, because almost all of these African countries have been a victim of 

military coups, inept leaders, corrupt and self-serving leaders. They accepted 

multi-party democracy out of western donor pressure and agitation for change 

by civil society groups. Political instability breeds resources wars, ethnic rivalry 

and the emergence of electoral violence.  

Rodney (1981) asserts that previous and present African leaders have failed in 

developing both the rural and urban settlements, African development blunted, 

halved and turned back by colonialism without offering anything compensatory 

in value. The masses were neglected, oppressed and left, living from hand to 

mouth. As a people, to understand the broad implications of bad politics and 

consequences to African system of failed adopted governance structures that 

are heralding multi-party democracy, most autocratic regimes had not embraced 

changes. The effect of political instability has brought Nigeria to its knees, the 

sequential military coups since 1963 to Gen. Sani Abacha’s regimes, the most 

of, Oduduwa congress uprisings, the diverse Igbo separatists, the 

Christian/Muslim clashes in the north and southern Nigeria over the years, 

kidnappers, bandits, insurgency and politicalwrangling have prevented Nigeria 

form development.  

In nations where economic growth and development seems hard to be separated, 

the citizens of such nations are being afflicted by chaos and breeding of pressure 

groups among the youths. The other bigger problem of the adopted governance 

if not well implemented may lead to refrain from the political activity as far as 

possible, talking of coalition and reflection of times past, they (leaders) mainly 

play the game. They take sides, become involved, sit before the television and 

observed blow by blow account of electoral contest. Even though they seek an 

end to the back biting, manipulation and double dealing which for them 
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minimizes taking sides even though some leaders are the cause of the problems 

faced by their states since getting their independence.  

Another greater consequence of non-implementation of the adopted governance 

is the inability of African leaders to come together, because they differ in their 

view of nature of man and his role in the world.  

Predominant in the third world countries is a leadership which combines 

precolonial, cultural traditions and monarchial tendencies and advancing years 

in age was a qualifying credential for leadership position. The failure to change 

from the old tradition, as the age traditions was/is rapidly modernized resu1ting 

to the promotion of display of western learning without taking out the actual 

benefit out of it.  

There is always a hidden hand of external interests, who will like to retain the 

status quo or where they support political change their choice or preference is 

always contradictory to the wish of the people. Government working at cross 

purpose due to non-compliance to the adopted western system of governance. 

The politics played is in reverse situation the world over, the leadership qualities 

are seen as an important element for the effective performance in joint human 

endeavours of all kinds at all level of human emancipation.  

There was no one uniform set of leadership characteristics beyond perhaps the 

flexibility or ability to fit into the particular setting and movement. Political 

instability that haunts most third world nations resulted from the defective 

adoption of the genuine intent of governance at transition point from pre-

colonial leadership. It has been argued that interest on natural resources by the 

west has greatly influenced the emerging power sharing arrangements in the 

political field. The western influence was enhanced by the obvious weak 

development aspiration of the third world leaders.  

In Africa for instance, political instability has link with internal and external 

special interests, Rodney (1981). African leaders are inept, town criers to the 

western leaders by turning back to their masses. The over mounting external 

debt of Nigeria has made the economic growth and development, not realistic, 

the GPD ratio is below average.  

 

Recommendations  

Having examined the consequences of the, implementation of adopted 

governance system with collapse of democratic system in Africa, it is pertinent 

to make the following recommendations: -  
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1. Not all the features of the western democratic system should be 

considered worthy of adoption as some, if not all, cannot fit into the 

African socio-economic or political Mellieu or environment.  

2. The focus of all African leaders should be towards good governance free 

from corruption, violence and deliberate manipulation of electoral 

processes.  

3. Present crop of leaders should also focus on human capital development 

through qualitative educational policies and capacity building.  

4. Economic empowerment of the citizens should be another area of 

concern to lift the people out of poverty and deprivation.  

 

Conclusion  

It has been argued that interest on natural resources by the west has greatly 

influenced indigeneity or emerging power sharing arrangements in the political 

field. The western influence was enhanced by the obvious weak development 

aspiration of third world leaders.  

The primary interest for leadership is to command respect through the clinching 

of power. As observed, governance style tries to frustrate the emergence of new 

social actors, different from the social and political mobilization arm twisting 

the political and economic field to their favour.  

Third world nations must comprehend the need to change of attitude and 

approach to governance. These measures are urgently needed as they might not 

entail a complete overhaul of the status quo overnight, but a gradual process. 

The most important is to secure the political will and the will of the capital 

bourgeoisie in the west.  

This is based on the argument that it is in the best interest of the western 

countries of developing nations to go through a transformation from a state of 

instability, toone in which the human security is guaranteed.  
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